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MILITARY
PERSONNEL FILE
MANAGEMENT

Regardless of the size of your organization or its mission, funding impacts nearly every
military program, technology or legislative challenge. Budget pressures stretch resources
to the limit, and fragmented information scattered across silos make it difficult for program
managers to quickly access data and documents. Base-specific solutions must also
support information associated with manual processes and those not fully managed by
your current enterprise system of record. In addition, changing policies concerning data
privacy increase compliance concerns for program managers and administrators.

This solution complements existing systems with
workflow functionality so you can easily capture,
access and route documents to service members,
supervisors, colleagues and other agencies on base.

OVERCOMING FILE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
Although the military has consolidated many personnel functions into its enterprise
systems of record, personnel specialists and program managers continue to use missionfocused applications, spreadsheets, paper forms and manual processes that often require
base-specific solutions to perform daily tasks. This hampers fast and accurate records
review, case management and collaboration.
Hyland’s Military Personnel File Management (MPFM) solution suite brings instant and
secure visibility to your most document-intensive processes. This solution complements
existing systems with workflow functionality so you can easily capture, access and route
documents to service members, supervisors, colleagues and other agencies on base.
The result is faster, more efficient management of the entire service member’s personnel
record, including solutions for in- and out-processing, sexual assault prevention and
response management, and substance abuse program management.

SIMPLIFY MILITARY PERSONNEL FILE MANAGEMENT
For busy administrators looking to improve collaboration, facilitate compliance reporting
and streamline daily processes, Hyland’s MPFM solution suite offers these key benefits:

Enhance systems of record:
Boost the power of core applications with integrated document and content access,
customizable process routing capabilities and built-in notifications, timers and alerts.

Provide a dashboard view:
Easily view in-process tasks for improved oversight from first line supervisors through
commanders.

Protect privacy:
Allow digital access only to authorized users and create audit trails to track who
accessed critical information at what time. Quickly and automatically redact and detect
unauthorized disclosure.

Process automation:
Leverage automation to speed in-and-out processing of transferring or temporary duty
service members. Eliminate mishandled or lost paper documents during transfer.

A CLOSER LOOK: THE HYLAND ADVANTAGE
Hyland’s MPFM solution eliminates cumbersome paper files and outdated manual
processes while seamlessly integrating with core systems to enhance the power and
value of your existing technology investment. Here’s how:

 Brings forms into the centralized document repository from email, fax, mail or
electronic sources

 Workflow automatically routes documents for processing based on work queues and tasks
 Security features restrict access to only those who need to review forms
 Records management features support automatic deletion and archiving of expired forms
 Electronic transfer of in-and-out processing checklist keeps users on track with
routing and reminders

Drive efficiency and contain costs:
Establish consistency of operations and processes across the organization while
eliminating costs and delays caused by duplicate forms and multiple copies.
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